
DONOVAN MOODLEY PAROLE HEARING MEDIA 

Donovan Moodley Parole Hearing 
Tensions ran high outside the Johannesburg Medium B Correctional Services Centre on the Friday morning, 
where convicted murderer Donovan Moodley had to face the parole board. 

21 Jan 2022 - The parents of Leigh Matthews - Rob and Sharon - were at the parole hearing of 
Donovan Moodley at the Johannesburg 
correctional centre, accompanied by their 
legal team and supported by Women and 
Men Against Child Abuse.  

The Justice and Correctional Services 
Department reportedly granted the parole 
hearing because Moodley had served the 
required amount of time. 

Appearing tense but determined, the couple 
were united as they entered the prison gates 
with their lawyer, Peter van Niekerk of Eversheds Sutherland, and activist Luke Lamprecht of Women & 
Men Against Child Abuse (WMACA). 

An emotional Sharon said she was hoping the parole board 
would see reason and understand the feelings of the family, 
who had undergone such pain and loss and would have to 
accept that Moodley, who caused their pain, could be allowed 
his freedom.  

A large media contingent gathered outside the prison waiting 
to hear the outcome. 

“In our experience, the parole decision will not be made 
today,” said activist Miranda Jordan of WMACA, who was involved in opposing parole for child rapist Bob 
Hewitt. 

Ngaa Murombedzi spoke to SABC’s Chriselda Lewis. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r69BM_MeKwU 

 

21 Jan 2021 – Enews - Donovan Moodley, 
convicted of the kidnap and murder of Leigh 
Matthews, appears in front of the parole 
board today. The Matthews family will were 
in attendance, supported by Women and 
Men Against Child Abuse. eNCA spoke to 
Ngaa Murombedzi, Advocacy manager for 
the organisation. 

 

https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2020-04-24-child-rapist-bob-hewitt-out-on-parole-after-three-and-a-half-years-in-jail/
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2020-04-24-child-rapist-bob-hewitt-out-on-parole-after-three-and-a-half-years-in-jail/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r69BM_MeKwU
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/iFaq5ABkjzdJ0zgc1WfVWGGGzZ69IrNujJmp2AnYE2bAoXTbEjhwmCT0Rdc46SBAPwLZFc0CBrnoym9Uw7tqyJJ41PDoopSzew=s1200


http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/21/2022_01_21_ENCA_WACA_09H34.MP4 

 

20 Jan - Miranda speaks to Mandy Wiener on Radio 702 

http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/20/2022_01_20_Radio702_Midday%20Report_WACA_12h4
5.mp3 

Leigh Matthews the student who was murdered in 2005, Donavan Moodley was convicted for kidnaping 
and murdering Leigh Matthews and he has now been granted a parole hearing. The parents of Leigh 
Matthews, Rob and Sharon hey together with Women and Men Against Child Abuse are going to be 
protesting this pro hearing together with their legal team. Miranda Jordan the founder of Women And Men 
against Child Abuse joins on the line. 

 

Women and Men Against Child Abuse says it wants to challenge the DOJ and Correctional Services to treat 
the parole process with the same transparency that is expected in the trial process. WMACA says the 
secrecy around parole results in unrehabilitated, unremorseful and dangerous inmates being released back 
into society. 

 

 

Barry Bateman talks about the process and other issues 
around this parole application 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHRziijkPEo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XN6KC4TEEbA 

 

 

 

22 Jan – SABC News – Insult to 
Justice 
The parole board has stated that it would be 
an insult to justice should Donovan Moodley 
be offered parole. He was sentenced to life 
imprisonment after a murder he committed in 
2004. WMACA has also called for transparent and fair process. 

An emotional Rob Matthews delivered the outcome of today's long and arduous journey through the 
parole hearing of #donovanmoodley 

No answers to any of our questions from Moodley yet though. And he remains evasive without answering 
anything directly. Recommendations are to be made by the parole board and the minister now has the final 
say. But in all, it seemed like it was handled effectively. 

http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/21/2022_01_21_ENCA_WACA_09H34.MP4
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/20/2022_01_20_Radio702_Midday%20Report_WACA_12h45.mp3
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/20/2022_01_20_Radio702_Midday%20Report_WACA_12h45.mp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHRziijkPEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XN6KC4TEEbA
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/donovanmoodley?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVA9mfKo1OtVOIlQ70beNJMk6ntaQjfmgQscXOo53mEGXSh0bxGfMu5HYVkFxZ5nfZYfk-X2k3b_U77cFIwvO8EMQNLLpciO6nCmA2Gf5yQBg9ypcK4404VQVY792BmNo0v6g8gTXYUj2IE0Cr4CprBEZJ2ogT-cPUtUM434aLnsQ&__tn__=*NK-R


For the Matthews family it felt like going to Leigh's funeral again. But they were grateful that the chairman 
and board members were respectful and willing to listen to them. Rob and Sharon thanked WMACA and 
Eversheds for the support. 

We want our laws to stand! – Ngaa Murombedzi also spoke to SABC News: 

Watch here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCCO6YItf-0 

 

 

 

 

24 Jan – Radio RSG Spektrum 

Ngaa Murombedzi from WMACA who supports the family says they request that the law be changed to 
make the parole board more transparent. 

http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/24/2022_01_24_RSG_WACA_12H35.MP3 

 

22 Jan – Cape Talk 

Donovan Moodley, the man who kidnapped and murdered university student Leigh Matthews in 2004, is 
hoping to be granted parole.Moodley's parole hearing takes place today at the Johannesburg Correctional 
Services facility.WACA spokesperson Ngaa Murombedzi explains 

http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/21/2022_01_21_CAPE_TALK_WACA_15H33.MP3 

 

21 Jan – ETV News 

Oral representations were made by the victim’s family  at the Johannesburg Prison in Meredale. Leigh 
Matthews was abducted at Bond University in 2004. In 2005, Donovan Moodley pleaded guilty to murder, 
kidnapping, and extortion. Ngaa Murombedzi from Women and Men against child abuse elaborates on this 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCCO6YItf-0
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/24/2022_01_24_RSG_WACA_12H35.MP3
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/21/2022_01_21_CAPE_TALK_WACA_15H33.MP3


case and why Women and Men Against Child Abuse are calling for transparency in the parole granting 
process. 

https://youtu.be/w3NyNWJqtqo 

 

http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/21/2022_01_21_ETV_WACA_13H11.MP4 

 

 

 

25 Jan – A Comprehensive Look At The Parole Situation By Mandy Wiener 

Mandy Wiener writes that in light of Leigh Matthews' killer, Donovan Moodley, applying for parole, we 
must examine why there is so little transparency around the process and what criteria the parole board uses 
to release an offender. 

Those South Africans who are old enough will never forget the story of Leigh Matthews and how it gripped 
a nation. For 12 days in July 2004, the country waited for news. The blonde Bond University student had 
been kidnapped from campus a day before her 21st birthday party.  

Fellow student Donovan Moodley was arrested, tried and convicted for the crime. Crack police investigator 
Piet Byleveld had always maintained that Moodley did not act alone and that he was not being honest 
about what had happened. Evidence showed that Leigh had been killed elsewhere and most likely kept 
refrigerated for days before being dumped.  

Eligible for parole  

https://youtu.be/w3NyNWJqtqo
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2022/01/21/2022_01_21_ETV_WACA_13H11.MP4


Leigh's parents and sister have always felt that they have not learnt the full truth, that Moodley has 
consistently lied about what happened, that there has never been true justice, and that the story remains 
unfinished.  

So when it emerged in mid-2021 that Moodley would be eligible for parole, they were shocked and 
devastated. Especially considering this was only supposed to happen in 2030, when he reached 25 years of 
being in prison and would be eligible for a parole hearing.  

According to the Department of Correctional Service's own definition, "parole refers to that portion of the 
sentence of imprisonment which is served in the community under the control and supervision of 
correctional officials subject to conditions which have been set by the Commissioner of Correctional 
Services or his/her delegate". Importantly, parole is not a right, but a privilege. A Parole Board hears 
representations and makes a recommendation to the minister, and the decision can be taken on review. 

Dr Labuschagne, the former head of the SAPS Investigative Psychology Unit, has been involved in numerous 
parole hearings and has been assisting the Matthews family.  

"It's all vague. It's weird that representations are limited to what the victims' family verbalises at the 
meeting. 

"They can't submit any reports from experts or have experts give an opinion at this meeting, or submit 
any other documentation. It's unclear who is sitting on the board. There are two members of the 
community, but no psychologist or social worker, so you have laypeople making recommendations about 
psychological treatment if the board feels it's necessary. 

 

In a media statement released last week, Women and Men Against Child Abuse criticised the lack of 
transparency.  

"We want to challenge Department of Justice and Correctional Services to treat the parole process with the 
same public transparency that is expected in the trial process. The secrecy around parole results in un-
rehabilitated, unremorseful, dangerous inmates being released back into society.  

"The members of the Parole Board are accountable to the citizens of South Africa, and we intend to 
campaign extensively for openness and transparency and accountability in the Parole Process." 

Much emphasis is placed on victim-offender dialogues in the parole process. The "Service Charter for 
Victims of Crime in South Africa", victims or their close relatives do have certain rights regarding the parole 
hearings of offenders. The DCS must inform them in writing of parole hearings and outcomes, and victims 
or relatives can apply to attend the hearings and can be allowed to give verbal or written input at the 
hearing. 

This is why, on Friday last week, Sharon and Rob Matthews came face to face with Moodley for several 
hours, were able to ask him questions about the murder of their daughter, vent their fury directly at him, 
and assess for themselves whether he was telling the truth and whether he was remorseful.  

According to the Victim Offender Process and what transpired during Moodley's hearing on Friday, the 
Matthews' family attorneys and experts were not allowed to make representations. It all had to be done 
through Rob Matthews. WMACA head of advocacy Luke Lamprecht, who was in the hearing on Friday, says 
it was a tricky setup because Matthews had to direct questions at Moodley.  

"The amount of emotion in that is terrible. Mrs Matthews was absolutely finished. Mr Moodley is now a 
trained lawyer. Victims need to be completely au fait with this process and be briefed on who can be there 



and say what. The anxiety and tension rose so dramatically because it was Mr Moodley and Mr Matthews 
and Mrs Matthews being so emotional, and it just felt really messy," says Lamprecht. 

 

Mandy Wiener | Leigh Matthews: Why murky, vague and inconsistent parole process must change 

https://www.news24.com/news24/columnists/mandy_wiener/mandy-wiener-leigh-matthews-why-murky-
vague-and-inconsistent-parole-process-must-change-20220125 

 

 

 

https://www.news24.com/news24/columnists/mandy_wiener/mandy-wiener-leigh-matthews-why-murky-vague-and-inconsistent-parole-process-must-change-20220125
https://www.news24.com/news24/columnists/mandy_wiener/mandy-wiener-leigh-matthews-why-murky-vague-and-inconsistent-parole-process-must-change-20220125
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